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"One of the chosen few: an enduring contribution to democratic
thought."—Bruce Ackerman, Sterling Professor of Law and Political
Science, Yale University
'Wry, readable and often astonishing... A provocative and
absorbing history of the United States' New York Times The United
States denies having dreams of empire. We know America has
spread its money, language and culture across the world, but we
still think of it as a contained territory, framed by Canada above,
Mexico below, and oceans either side. Nothing could be further
from the truth. This is the story of the United States outside the
United States – from nineteenth-century conquests like Alaska and
Puerto Rico to the catalogue of islands, archipelagos and military
bases dotted around the globe. Full of surprises and previously
forgotten episodes, this fascinating book casts America’s history,
and its present, in a revealing new light.
The first panoramic history of the Western world from the 1970s to
the present day, Empire of Democracy is the story for those asking
how we got to where we are. Half a century ago, at the height of the
Cold War and amidst a world economic crisis, the Western
democracies were forced to undergo a profound transformation.
Against what some saw as a full-scale “crisis of democracy”— with
race riots, anti-Vietnam marches and a wave of worker discontent
sowing crisis from one nation to the next— a new political-economic
order was devised and the postwar social contract was torn up and
written anew. In this epic narrative of the events that have shaped
our own times, Simon Reid-Henry shows how liberal democracy,
and western history with it, was profoundly reimagined when the
postwar Golden Age ended. As the institutions of liberal rule were
reinvented, a new generation of politicians emerged: Thatcher,
Reagan, Mitterrand, Kohl. The late twentieth century heyday they
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oversaw carried the Western democracies triumphantly to victory in
the Cold War and into the economic boom of the 1990s. But equally
it led them into the fiasco of Iraq, to the high drama of the financial
crisis in 2007/8, and ultimately to the anti-liberal surge of our own
times. The present crisis of liberalism enjoins us to revisit these as
yet unscripted decades. The era we have all been living through is
closing out, democracy is turning on its axis once again. As this
panoramic history poignantly reminds us, the choices we make
going forward require us first to come to terms with where we have
been.
U.S. History by OpenStax (Print Version, Paperback, B&W,
Volume 1 & 2) This is the grayscale (black and white) paperback
edition, with a donation made to OpenStax from every new copy
sold. Its list price is lower from the use of the latest in printing
technology. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most introductory courses. The 32
chapters provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering
the people, events, and ideas that have shaped the United States
from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom
up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience). U.S. History covers key
forces that form the American experience, with particular attention
to issues of race, class, and gender. Formats available of this
material: (THIS ONE) B&W PAPERBACK BOOK REDUCED
PRICE Edition ISBN-13 9781640323506 Other formats of the same
material: Hardcover: ISBN-13: 9781938168369 Paperback:
ISBN-13: 9781506698151 Digital: ISBN-13: 9781947172081
Students have access for free at OpenStax dot org of this material,
though if the student prefers a paper edition, this edition is made at
a low cost with a donation made to OpenStax from every new copy
sold. Table of Contents Chapter 1 The Americas, Europe, and
Africa Before 1492 Chapter 2 Early Globalization: The Atlantic
World, 1492-1650 Chapter 3 Creating New Social Orders: Colonial
Societies, 1500-1700 Chapter 4 Rule Britannia! The English
Empire, 1660-1763 Chapter 5 Imperial Reforms and Colonial
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Protests, 1763-1774 Chapter 6 America's War for Independence,
1775-1783 Chapter 7 Creating Republican Governments,
1776-1790 Chapter 8 Growing Pains: The New Republic,
1790-1820 Chapter 9 Industrial Transformation in the North,
1800-1850 Chapter 10 Jacksonian Democracy, 1820-1840 Chapter
11 A Nation on the Move: Westward Expansion, 1800-1860
Chapter 12 Cotton is King: The Antebellum South, 1800-1860
Chapter 13 Antebellum Idealism and Reform Impulses, 1820-1860
Chapter 14 Troubled Times: the Tumultuous 1850s Chapter 15 The
Civil War, 1860-1865 Chapter 16 The Era of Reconstruction,
1865-1877 Chapter 17 Go West Young Man! Westward Expansion,
1840-1900 Chapter 18 Industrialization and the Rise of Big
Business, 1870-1900 Chapter 19 The Growing Pains of
Urbanization, 1870-1900 Chapter 20 Politics in the Gilded Age,
1870-1900 Chapter 21 Leading the Way: The Progressive
Movement, 1890-1920 Chapter 22 Age of Empire: American
Foreign Policy, 1890-1914 Chapter 23 Americans and the Great
War, 1914-1919 Chapter 24 The Jazz Age: Redefining the Nation,
1919-1929 Chapter 25 Brother, Can You Spare a Dime? The Great
Depression, 1929-1932 Chapter 26 Franklin Roosevelt and the New
Deal, 1932-1941 Chapter 27 Fighting the Good Fight in World War
II, 1941-1945 Chapter 28 Post-War Prosperity and Cold War
Fears, 1945-1960 Chapter 29 Contesting Futures: America in the
1960s Chapter 30 Political Storms at Home and Abroad, 1968-1980
Chapter 31 From Cold War to Culture Wars, 1980-2000 Chapter
32 The Challenges of the Twenty-First Century
Me the People
Fugitive Democracy
Knowledge, democracy and action
Political Democracy and Ethnic Diversity in Modern European
History
And Other Essays
U.S. History by OpenStax (Print Version, Paperback, B&W,
Volume 1 & 2)
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A Concise History of Japan
Populism suddenly is everywhere, and everywhere
misunderstood. Nadia Urbinati argues that populism should be
regarded as government based on an unmediated relationship
between the leader and those defined as the “good” or “right”
people. Mingling history, theory, and current affairs, Urbinati
illuminates populism’s tense relation to democracy.
Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions,
Democracy and Nazism is has been approved by AQA and is
now fully matched to the new 2015 specification.This textbook
covers AS and A Level content together and explores in depth a
period of German history during which a newly developed
democratic form of government gave way to a dictatorial Nazi
regime. It focuses on key ideas such as nationalism, radicalism,
anti-Semitism and Social Darwinism, andcovers events and
developments with precision.Students can further develop vital
skills such as historical interpretations and source analyses via
specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions and
study tips provide additional support to help familiarize
students with the new exam style questions, and help them
achieve their bestin the exam.
Colonial Ambition tells the story of the politicians and would-be
politicians of Sydney, who were driven by a determination to lift
themselves and their new colony to a higher level. They wanted
parliamentary liberty, though they were sharply divided over
the form it might take and these divisions, centred in Sydney,
were unremitting. Peter Cochrane tells of the fight for
responsible government and democracy through a memorable
cast of characters: W.C. Wentworth, Sir George Gipps, Robert
Lowe, Lord Howick (Earl Grey), Henry Parkes, Charles
Cowper, Lord John Russell and more, all of whom speak for
themselves, in the robust language of the day. Written with
great brio and verve, Peter Cochrane has brought to life the
various players in a way that is very rare in the writing of
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Australian history. Colonial Ambition is testament that
Australia does have a rich and exciting political history.
A sweeping account of the rise and evolution of liberal
internationalism in the modern era For two hundred years, the
grand project of liberal internationalism has been to build a
world order that is open, loosely rules-based, and oriented
toward progressive ideas. Today this project is in crisis,
threatened from the outside by illiberal challengers and from
the inside by nationalist-populist movements. This timely book
offers the first full account of liberal internationalism’s long
journey from its nineteenth-century roots to today’s fractured
political moment. Creating an international “space” for liberal
democracy, preserving rights and protections within and
between countries, and balancing conflicting values such as
liberty and equality, openness and social solidarity, and
sovereignty and interdependence—these are the guiding aims
that have propelled liberal internationalism through the
upheavals of the past two centuries. G. John Ikenberry argues
that in a twenty-first century marked by rising economic and
security interdependence, liberal internationalism—reformed
and reimagined—remains the most viable project to protect
liberal democracy.
Empire of Democracy
Islamophobia and the Politics of Empire
Classics of Imperialism
A Short History of the Greater United States
A Global History from Antiquity to Today
Oxford AQA History - A Level and AS
Abolition Democracy
This is the first volume in which the fate of democracy is
directly related to ethnic diversity. It highlights the crucial
episodes in modern European political history, and shows in
what sense ethnic diversity was of vital importance.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
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important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A Companion to Greek Democracy and the Roman Republic
offers a comparative approach to examining ancient Greek
and Roman participatory communities. Explores various
aspects of participatory communities through pairs of
chapters—one Greek, one Roman—to highlight comparisons
between cultures Examines the types of relationships that
sustained participatory communities, the challenges they
faced, and how they responded Sheds new light on
participatory contexts using diverse methodological
approaches Brings an international array of scholars into
dialogue with each other
In this incisive account, leading scholar of Islamophobia
Deepa Kumar traces the history of anti-Muslim racism from
the early modern era to the “War on Terror.” Importantly,
Kumar contends that Islamophobia is best understood as
racism rather than as religious intolerance. An innovative
analysis of anti-Muslim racism and empire, Islamophobia
argues that empire creates the conditions for anti-Muslim
racism, which in turn sustains empire. This book, now
updated to include the end of the Trump’s presidency, offers
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a clear and succinct explanation of how Islamophobia
functions in the United States both as a set of coercive
policies and as a body of ideas that take various forms:
liberal, conservative, and rightwing. The matrix of anti-Muslim
racism charts how various institutions—the media, think tanks,
the foreign policy establishment, the university, the national
security apparatus, and the legal sphere—produce and
circulate this particular form of bigotry. Anti-Muslim racism not
only has horrific consequences for people in Muslim-majority
countries who become the targets of an endless War on
Terror, but for Muslims and those who “look Muslim” in the
West as well.
U.S. History
If Jesus Came to Boston
The Long Game
20 years after 9/11
Dreamworlds of Race
Freedom and Power in the Caribbean
The Annual Survey of Political Rights and Civil Liberties

DIVEssays on the future of women's studies
as an academic discipline./div
Revelations about U.S policies and
practices of torture and abuse have
captured headlines ever since the breaking
of the Abu Ghraib prison story in April
2004. Since then, a debate has raged
regarding what is and what is not
acceptable behavior for the world’s
leading democracy. It is within this
context that Angela Davis, one of
America’s most remarkable political
figures, gave a series of interviews to
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discuss resistance and law, institutional
sexual coercion, politics and prison.
Davis talks about her own incarceration,
as well as her experiences as "enemy of
the state," and about having been put on
the FBI’s "most wanted" list. She talks
about the crucial role that international
activism played in her case and the case
of many other political prisoners.
Throughout these interviews, Davis returns
to her critique of a democracy that has
been compromised by its racist origins and
institutions. Discussing the most recent
disclosures about the disavowed "chain of
command," and the formal reports by the
Red Cross and Human Rights Watch
denouncing U.S. violation of human rights
and the laws of war in Guantánamo,
Afghanistan and Iraq, Davis focuses on the
underpinnings of prison regimes in the
United States.
George Louis Beer Prize Winner Wallace K.
Ferguson Prize Finalist A Marginal
Revolution Book of the Year “A
groundbreaking contribution...Intellectual
history at its best.” —Stephen Wertheim,
Foreign Affairs Neoliberals hate the
state. Or do they? In the first
intellectual history of neoliberal
globalism, Quinn Slobodian follows a group
of thinkers from the ashes of the Habsburg
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Empire to the creation of the World Trade
Organization to show that neoliberalism
emerged less to shrink government and
abolish regulations than to redeploy them
at a global level. It was a project that
changed the world, but was also undermined
time and again by the relentless change
and social injustice that accompanied it.
“Slobodian’s lucidly written intellectual
history traces the ideas of a group of
Western thinkers who sought to create,
against a backdrop of anarchy, globally
applicable economic rules. Their attempt,
it turns out, succeeded all too well.”
—Pankaj Mishra, Bloomberg Opinion
“Fascinating, innovative...Slobodian has
underlined the profound conservatism of
the first generation of neoliberals and
their fundamental hostility to democracy.”
—Adam Tooze, Dissent “The definitive
history of neoliberalism as a political
project.” —Boston Review
Freedom in the World is the standardsetting comparative assessment of global
political rights and civil liberties. The
methodology of this survey is derived in
large measure from the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, and these
standards are applied to all countries and
territories.
The Decline and Rise of Democracy
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Elite Political Cultures in the
Philippines and Puerto Rico During U.S.
Colonialism
Community-university research partnerships
in global perspectives
Foundations of Australian Democracy
Globalists
Democracy and Empire; With Studies of
Their Psychological, Economic, and Moral
Foundations
If Christ Came to Chicago!
How transatlantic thinkers in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
promoted the unification of Britain and
the United States Between the late
nineteenth century and the First World War
an ocean-spanning network of prominent
individuals advocated the unification of
Britain and the United States. They dreamt
of the final consolidation of the
Angloworld. Scholars, journalists,
politicians, businessmen, and science
fiction writers invested the “AngloSaxons” with extraordinary power. The most
ambitious hailed them as a people destined
to bring peace and justice to the earth.
More modest visions still imagined them as
likely to shape the twentieth century.
Dreamworlds of Race explores this
remarkable moment in the intellectual
history of racial domination, political
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utopianism, and world order. Focusing on a
quartet of extraordinary figures—Andrew
Carnegie, W. T. Stead, Cecil J. Rhodes,
and H. G. Wells—Duncan Bell shows how
unionists on both sides of the Atlantic
reimagined citizenship, empire,
patriotism, race, war, and peace in their
quest to secure global supremacy. Yet even
as they dreamt of an Anglo-dominated
world, the unionists disagreed over the
meaning of race, the legitimacy of
imperialism, the nature of political
belonging, and the ultimate form and
purpose of unification. The racial
dreamworld was an object of competing
claims and fantasies. Exploring
speculative fiction as well as more
conventional forms of political writing,
Bell reads unionist arguments as
expressions of the utopianism circulating
through fin-de-siècle Anglo-American
culture, and juxtaposes them with panAfricanist critiques of racial domination
and late twentieth-century fictional
narratives of Anglo-American empire.
Tracing how intellectual elites promoted
an ambitious project of political and
racial unification between Britain and the
United States, Dreamworlds of Race
analyzes ideas of empire and world order
that reverberate to this day.
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The eight books reprinted in this set
played an important role in defining
attitudes and expectations about
imperialism on the British Left in the
twentieth century. They are vital in
understanding the transition from the
liberal anti-imperialism of the nineteenth
century to the more overtly socialist
critiques of the twentieth.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An
“outstanding new intellectual biography of
John Maynard Keynes [that moves] swiftly
along currents of lucidity and wit” (The
New York Times), illuminating the world of
the influential economist and his
transformative ideas “A timely, lucid and
compelling portrait of a man whose
enduring relevance is always heightened
when crisis strikes.”—The Wall Street
Journal WINNER: The Arthur Ross Book Award
Gold Medal • The Hillman Prize for Book
Journalism FINALIST: The National Book
Critics Circle Award • The Sabew Best in
Business Book Award NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY Jennifer Szalai, The New York
Times • The Economist • Bloomberg • Mother
Jones At the dawn of World War I, a young
academic named John Maynard Keynes hastily
folded his long legs into the sidecar of
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his brother-in-law’s motorcycle for an
odd, frantic journey that would change the
course of history. Swept away from his
placid home at Cambridge University by the
currents of the conflict, Keynes found
himself thrust into the halls of European
treasuries to arrange emergency loans and
packed off to America to negotiate the
terms of economic combat. The terror and
anxiety unleashed by the war would
transform him from a comfortable obscurity
into the most influential and
controversial intellectual of his day—a
man whose ideas still retain the power to
shock in our own time. Keynes was not only
an economist but the preeminent antiauthoritarian thinker of the twentieth
century, one who devoted his life to the
belief that art and ideas could conquer
war and deprivation. As a moral
philosopher, political theorist, and
statesman, Keynes led an extraordinary
life that took him from intimate turn-ofthe-century parties in London’s riotous
Bloomsbury art scene to the fevered
negotiations in Paris that shaped the
Treaty of Versailles, from stock market
crashes on two continents to diplomatic
breakthroughs in the mountains of New
Hampshire to wartime ballet openings at
London’s extravagant Covent Garden. Along
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the way, Keynes reinvented Enlightenment
liberalism to meet the harrowing crises of
the twentieth century. In the United
States, his ideas became the foundation of
a burgeoning economics profession, but
they also became a flash point in the
broader political struggle of the Cold
War, as Keynesian acolytes faced off
against conservatives in an intellectual
battle for the future of the country—and
the world. Though many Keynesian ideas
survived the struggle, much of the project
to which he devoted his life was lost. In
this riveting biography, veteran
journalist Zachary D. Carter unearths the
lost legacy of one of history’s most
fascinating minds. The Price of Peace
revives a forgotten set of ideas about
democracy, money, and the good life with
transformative implications for today’s
debates over inequality and the power
politics that shape the global order.
LONGLISTED FOR THE CUNDILL HISTORY PRIZE
In The Long Game, Rush Doshi demonstrates
that China is in fact playing a long,
methodical game to replace America as a
global hegemon. Drawing from a rich base
of Chinese primary sources, including
decades worth of party documents and
memoirs by party leaders, he traces the
basic evolution of Chinese strategy,
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showing how it evolved in response to
changes in US policy and the US's position
in the world order.
Teaching World History: A Resource Book
Freedom in the World 2018
The History and Cross-cultural Possibility
of a Modern Political Ideal
The Empire and Its Critics, 1899-1939
The End of Empire and the Birth of
Neoliberalism
Empire and the Utopian Destiny of AngloAmerica
China's Grand Strategy to Displace
American Order
Comprehensive and engaging new history charting Japan's
development from its origins through to the present day.
Democratic Civility examines the core requirements necessary
to make democracy work. Subtly interweaving case studies
and theoretical reflection. Hefner and his contributors examine
the ideals, culture, development, and organization of civil
democracy. Against a historical background, they consider
today's challenges to democracy, asking whether international
politics is destined to lead to a clash of civilizations, or whether
civil and democratic ideas are indeed realizable in a
multicultural world. Democratic Civility will be of interest to
those in the fields of anthropology, sociology, history, political
theory, and philosophy.
"One of the most important books on political regimes written in
a generation."—Steven Levitsky, New York Times–bestselling
author of How Democracies Die A new understanding of how
and why early democracy took hold, how modern democracy
evolved, and what this history teaches us about the future
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Historical accounts of democracy’s rise tend to focus on
ancient Greece and pre-Renaissance Europe. The Decline and
Rise of Democracy draws from global evidence to show that
the story is much richer—democratic practices were present in
many places, at many other times, from the Americas before
European conquest, to ancient Mesopotamia, to precolonial
Africa. Delving into the prevalence of early democracy
throughout the world, David Stasavage makes the case that
understanding how and where these democracies
flourished—and when and why they declined—can provide
crucial information not just about the history of governance, but
also about the ways modern democracies work and where they
could manifest in the future. Drawing from examples spanning
several millennia, Stasavage first considers why states
developed either democratic or autocratic styles of governance
and argues that early democracy tended to develop in small
places with a weak state and, counterintuitively, simple
technologies. When central state institutions (such as a tax
bureaucracy) were absent—as in medieval Europe—rulers
needed consent from their populace to govern. When central
institutions were strong—as in China or the Middle
East—consent was less necessary and autocracy more likely.
He then explores the transition from early to modern
democracy, which first took shape in England and then the
United States, illustrating that modern democracy arose as an
effort to combine popular control with a strong state over a
large territory. Democracy has been an experiment that has
unfolded over time and across the world—and its
transformation is ongoing. Amidst rising democratic anxieties,
The Decline and Rise of Democracy widens the historical lens
on the growth of political institutions and offers surprising
lessons for all who care about governance.
A timely and provocative comparison of the British and
American empires: are they alike, or are they very different
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beasts? The present American "empire" is often compared with
the British one of yore--not surprising in view of the fact that
Afghanistan and Iraq were once British imperial stamping
grounds, too. But how alike are the two empires really? What
are the connections between them? And what can we learn
from the comparison? In this compellingly written book, a
leading historian of the British empire explores these questions
in depth for the first time. Bernard Porter finds that Britain and
America had uncannily similar imperial histories before the
present day, but that now considerable differences exist. He
argues that post-2001 American imperialism is an imperialism
of a different sort--a "super-imperialism" that no longer repeats
British imperialism but now transcends it. Porter's comparison
illuminates British imperialism, including Tony Blair's; the
American version of imperialism administered under George W.
Bush; and the relation of imperialism to such phenomena as
capitalism, globalization, free trade, and international security.
His insights are often surprising and always original and
thought-provoking.
Participatory Politics for a New Age
Puerto Rico
American Empire and the Politics of Meaning
The Price of Peace
A Plea for the Union of All who Love in the Service of All who
Suffer
History of England
A Companion to Greek Democracy and the Roman Republic

Sheldon Wolin was one of the most
influential and original political
thinkers of the past fifty years. In
Fugitive Democracy, the breathtaking range
of Wolin’s scholarship, political
commitment, and critical acumen are on
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full display in this authoritative and
accessible collection of essays. This book
brings together his most important
writings, from classic essays to his late
radical essays on American democracy such
as "Fugitive Democracy," in which he
offers a controversial reinterpretation of
democracy as an episodic phenomenon
distinct from the routinized political
management that passes for democracy
today. Wolin critically engages a diverse
range of political theorists, and grapples
with topics such as power, modernization,
the sixties, revolutionary politics, and
inequality, all the while showcasing
enduring commitment to writing civicminded theoretical commentary on the most
pressing political issues of the day.
Fugitive Democracy offers enduring
insights into many of today’s most
pressing political predicaments, and
introduces a whole new generation of
readers to this provocative figure in
contemporary political thought.
This readable and informative survey,
including both new research and synthesis,
provides the first close comparison of
race, class and internationalism in the
British and American women's movements
during this period. Sisterhood Questioned
assesses the nature and impact of
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divisions in the twentieth century
American and British women's movements. In
this lucidly written study, Christine Bolt
sheds new light on these differences,
which flourished in an era of political
reaction, economic insecurity, polarizing
nationalism and resurgent anti-feminism.
The author reveals how the conflicts were
seized upon and publicised by
contemporaries, and how the activists
themselves were forced to confront the
increasingly complex tensions. Drawing on
a wide range of sources, the author
demonstrates that women in the twentieth
century continued to co-operate despite
these divisions, and that feminist
movements remained active right up to and
beyond the reformist 1960s. It is
invaluable reading for all those with an
interest in American history, British
history or women's studies.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S.
History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States
and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for
instructors and students alike. U.S.
History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the
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American experience, with particular
attention paid to considering issues of
race, class and gender. The text provides
a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas
that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics,
diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
Do neoliberals hate the state? In the
first intellectual history of neoliberal
globalism, Quinn Slobodian follows
neoliberal thinkers from the Habsburg
Empire’s fall to the creation of the World
Trade Organization to show that
neoliberalism emerged less to shrink
government and abolish regulations than to
deploy them globally to protect
capitalism.
The Oxford Handbook of Politics and
Performance
How to Hide an Empire
How Populism Transforms Democracy
Strong Democracy
Restoring America's Promise at Home and
Abroad
Empire and Superempire
Sisterhood Questioned?
This electronic version has been made available under a
Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license.
Knowledge, democracy and action: CommunityPage 20/23
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university research partnerships in global perspectives is
based on a three-year international comparative study
undertaken by the Global Alliance on Community Based
Research and supported by the UNESCO Chair in
Community Based Research and Social Responsibility in
Higher Education. It provides evidence from twenty case
studies around the world on the power and potential of
community and higher education based scholars and
activists working together in the co-creation of
transformative knowledge. The book draws on the
experience and insights of thirty-seven scholars and
practitioners from the Global South and North. Opening
with a theoretical overview of knowledge, democracy and
action, the book is followed by analytical chapters
providing lessons learned and capacity building in the
north and the south, on the theory and practice of
community university research partnerships, models of
evaluation, approaches to measuring the impact and an
agenda for future research and policy recommendations.
This third volume of Michael Mann's analytical history of
social power focuses on the interrelated development of
capitalism, nation-states and empires.
A resource book for teachers of world history at all
levels. The text contains individual sections on art,
gender, religion, philosophy, literature, trade and
technology. Lesson plans, reading and multi-media
recommendations and suggestions for classroom
activities are also provided.
Re-examines the long and complex history of democracy
and broadens the traditional view of this history by
complementing it with examples from unexplored or
under-examined quarters.
A World Safe for Democracy
Women's Studies on the Edge
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World History
Britain, America and the World
Race, Class and Internationalism in the American and
British Women's Movements, C.1880s-1970s
Patriotism, Democracy, and Common Sense
Liberal Internationalism and the Crises of Global Order

While political scientists and political theorists
have long been interested in social and
political performance, and theatre and
performance researchers have often focused
on the political dimensions of the live arts, the
interdisciplinary nature of this labor has
typically been assumed rather than rigorously
explored. This volume brings together leading
scholars in the fields of Politics and
Performance--drawing on experts across the
fields of literature, law,anthropology,
sociology, psychology, and media and
communiction, as well as politics and theatre
and performance--to map out and deepen the
evolving interdisciplinary engagement.
Organized into seven thematic sections, the
volume investigates the relationship between
politics and performance to show thatcertain
features of political transactions shared by
performances are fundamental to both
disciplines--and that to a large extent they
also share a common communicational base
and language.
Patriotism, Democracy,
and Common Sense is
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a new strategic analysis of common-sense
alternatives to the public policies America has
pursued since September 11, 2001. This
important book features more than three
dozen internationally known experts in
economics, foreign and domestic policy,
media, and political action.
Details the history of modern Puerto Rico,
advancing independence and socialism as the
answer to the Puerto Rican tragedy.
An assessment of Americans efforts to provide
the elite of Puerto Rico and the Philippines an
education in self-government in the early
years of U.S. colonial rule.
Democratic Civivlity
A Resource Book
Democracy and Nazism - Germany,
1918-1945
Money, Democracy, and the Life of John
Maynard Keynes
Edinburgh Companion to the History of
Democracy
The Remaking of the West Since the Cold War
Beyond Empire, Prisons, and Torture
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